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is the scattante brand good i know it s the house brand - as the other posts say they were stock frames made in taiwan
there is one major company that made cf frames there for various companies i did some research on mine and found the
frame was the same as a scott model of the same year the scattante brand back in 2009 used uniquoque carbon fiber which
is very sturdy and light, where was my bicycle made aushiker com - generally speaking low to mid level bikes are made
in china and mid to high level bikes are made in taiwan bikes are produced in other countries but asian factories probably
produce 95 of the units sold in the united states, scattante bicycles forums roadbikereview com - scattante is made by
asi the same company that makes fuji kestrel oval and they are made exclusively for performance bicycle and they are not
crap scattante frames are fuji frames with a scattante paint scheme, where is scattante from yahoo answers - best
answer scattante is the house brand of road bike made by fuji for performance bicycle inc out of chapel hill n c usa see here
these are all scattante and i happen to own one and it is a great bike with even better specs on it too very happy overall with
my scattante, scattante cfr race road bike user reviews 4 3 out of 5 - components are good and the bike is well made
and looks and rides good the wheels could use an upgrade and i recently upgraded the stem to a zipp stem for some bling
factor and new bar tape that s about all the bad thing about this bike is it says scattante on it and not trek madone or some
italian orbea or something but those are, bike snob nyc bsnyc product review scattante empire - basically the scattante
courier series is a copy of specialized s langster line in that the bicycles are regionally themed except that the courier series
is made of steel is much cheaper and has even less cachet if that s even possible, scattante good deal g fisk - yeah yeah
that s it 3 500 for a f ing bike is a good deal there s motivation and then there s riding a bike that s worth more than your car
in my case a 14yr old 1999 ford windstar then i landed at performance bikes taking a scattante cfr se out for a spin, are
these new high end affordable road bikes too good to - scattante for instance is the house brand for the performance
bike shops the frames are made for the most part in taiwan at factories that have plenty of experience and in fact probably
make some frames for the big guys, scattante bikes input please beginnertriathlete com - my tri bike is an aluminum khs
which has been making bikes just about as long as giant in taiwan welds and carbon parts are just as good as anything out
there also all my other road bikes are steel from small manufacturers if the scattante makes you train harder stick with it,
scattante t 560 triathlon bike user reviews 3 8 out of 5 - scattante t 560 triathlon bike user reviews 3 8 out of 5 1 reviews
read it s strength weaknesses find deals and pricing roadbikereview com, scattante bikes for sale ebay - get the best deal
for scattante bikes from the largest online selection at ebay com browse your favorite brands affordable prices free shipping
on many items, scattante road bike made fixed for sale in los angeles ca - scattante road bike made fixed posted 1 year
ago in bicycles jhovani, welcome to performance bike shop a huge selection of - shop road mountain and cyclocross
bikes huge savings on parts components and accessories free shipping on qualifying orders
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